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Abstract
In this paper a dynamic model of monopolistic competition with
entry and exit has been presented and examined  It is shown that the
model displays indeterminacy at modest degrees of increasing returns
in cases where the market power in the consumption goods market
and in the investment goods market diers  Furthermore the model
is quite successful in replicating major U S  business cycle facts  In
contrast to existing Real Business Cycle models the animal spirits
model contains a strong endogenous propagation mechanism 
  Introduction
The question whether or not business cycles are generated by selffullling
beliefs is perhaps as old as the study of the business cycle itself Until recently
the notion of extrinsic uncertainty had never appeared in fully formulated
 
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models in modern macroeconomics This notion used to be viewed as a
theoretical curiosity outside the scope of equilibrium models Yet as recent
developments in economic theory evince the presence of a multiplicity of
equilibria may not be fully unrealistic Small departures from the world of
ArrowDebreu may yield very complex consequences According to Azariadis
Multiple equilibria	 are here to stay as irreducible properties of
completely specied models of sequential economies Azariadis


 	
The occurrence of more than one equilibrium raises an important question
Which equilibrium will be selected One possible way to coordinate future
outcomes may be the notion of Keynes animal spirits volatile optimistic
or pessimistic expectations which ultimately become selffullling Business
cycle uctuations are at least in part due to endogenous factors
Recently great strides were made in introducing the concept of animal
spirits into a well dened equilibrium business cycle theory by Farmer and
Guo 

 as well as by Gali 


 
These models have one specic fea
ture in common the calibrated versions of their respective models possess a
continuum of rational expectation solutions which all converge to the steady
state Recent empirical work especially that conducted by Basu and Fernald
questions the assertion of these models to be realistic theories of the business
cycle however Though data for US industry points to the presence of scale
economies and market power the extent thereof seems to be rather modest
and more importantly too low to give most existing models of indeterminacy
a sound foundation as realistic models of the business cycle This problem
has led researchers to pursue alternative structures where indeterminacy can
arise at lower scale economies Benhabib and Farmer 

 and Weder


 for example use twosector optimal growth models This strategy
allows the necessary degree of increasing returns to be reduced dramatically
The underlying structure of the model in this paper however is based
on an onesector growth model of monopolistic competition in general equili
brium It is similar to the model that is presented by Chatterjee and Cooper


 The distinctive feature of their model is that rms can practice price
 
The Farmer and Guo paper originates from a growth model promoted by Benhabib
and Farmer  For a recent survey of the literature on indeterminacy see Benhabib
and Farmer 
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discrimination on the prospective use of the products namely for investment
or consumption purposes Chatterjee and Coopers 

 model is of regu
lar form except for some unrealistic parameter constellations It is driven by
fundamental shocks only
It will be demonstated in this paper that through rather minor altera
tions of their model which center on the functional form of the production
function I am able to generate indeterminacy at modest increasing returns
to scale In addition the cyclical properties of the model I construct are
similar to those found in data In particular the model possesses a strong
internal propagation mechanism which generates highly persistent time se
ries This persistence arises without the help of highly autocorrelated forcing
variables

Perhaps most closely related to the present work is that by Gali 


He too constructs a model that has stationary sunspot equilibria in the pre
sence of a sucient dierence in the rate of substitution between goods in
consumption and investment As a result of this asymmetry a monopoli
stic rm faces a variable demand elasticity depending on the composition of
aggregate demand If the dierence of the markups is large enough uctua
tions arise as a consequence of selffullling revisions of expectations Gali


 assumes however that rms are not able to price discriminate bet
ween investment and consumption goods markets Chatterjee and Cooper


 in turn allow this price discrimination yet they are not able to show
indeterminacy in realistic parameter ranges Devereux Head and Lapham


 is similar to Chatterjee and Cooper 

 since they also consider
entry and exit of monopolistic rms
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows Section  presents
the model The equilibrium dynamics are discussed in section  This is
followed by the calibration of the model in section  In section  parameter
constellations at which indeterminacy is possible will be established and the
models business cycle characteristics will be computed in section  Section
 concludes the paper

See Cogley and Nason  for related problems that are present in most Real
Business Cycles models
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 The model
This section introduces the theoretical model
  The household
I will assume that the economy consists of one representative agent with
lifetime utility
E
 
X
t
 
t
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t
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 j I

	 
where C
t
is consumption L
t
labor and   the discount factor I

is the set of
information that is available to the household at   Households are endowed
with one unit of time which they can either use for work or leisure l
t

  L
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t
 
A specic functional form for instantaneous utility is assumed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where B and  are constants Consumption of the households is dened by
a CESaggregator over all dierentiated goods available
C
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C

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 
 
That is C
t
is a function of the level of consumption of an assembled variety
of N
t
dierentiated goods C
jt
       holds Each of these goods enters
the aggregator symmetrically For the case    the goods are imperfect
substitutes which will be the source of market power in the model
Analogously to the consumption goods an aggegator for the investment
good I
t
is dened Again it is a CESfunction of the purchases of the die
rentiated products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where the parameter  has the analog interpretation as  and      
holds again As Gali 

 notes an a priori reason for the equality of 
and  does not exist The substitutability of the two goods originates from
two unrelated sources
The consumers capital holdings evolve as
K
t 
   K
t
 I
t
 
K
t
denotes the stock of capital       is the rate of depreciation The
periodbyperiod budget constraint of the household is given by
Z
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Here p
cjt
is the price of the consumption good j and p
ijt
the price for the
investment good j

Furthermore the household receives prot income from
all N
t
existing rms 
t
 Households own the stock of capital and rent it out
to the rms at the rental price q
t
 w
t
is the wage rate Both prices are taken
as given for the households as factor markets are assumed to be perfectly
competitive
As is well known for this class of models the maximization can be con
ducted as a two stage procedure rst the household considers how much of
the composite goods C
t
and I
t
to demand as a function of prices as well
as how much labor to supply Then the household considers how much to
demand of each intermediate good given prices and the total expenditures I
will start with determining the individual demands given total expenditures
on investment and consumption goods
The conditional demand for C
jt
can be derived as
C
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which has as can be seen a constant price elasticity
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
Note that these prices may dier since rms are allowed to price discriminate perfectly
on the respective markets see below
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is the exact price index for the consumption goods The same can be con
ducted for the investment goods The conditional demand for I
jt
becomes
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p
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
with the price index
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The second stage of the households maximization will be considered next
I will assume symmetric equilibrium to derive the intertemporal optimality
conditions

For convenience I will use the consumption good as the nume
raire and denote the price for the investment goods in symmetric equilibrium
by p
t
 The periodbyperiod budget constraint becomes
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This equation shows that the households value for the two aggregate goods
C
t
and I
t
depends also on the number of available products It is captured
in the budget constraint by the terms N
   
 
t
and N
  

t
respectively Dieren
tiating these terms with respect to N
t
shows that the terms are decreasing
in the number of suppliers as long as    and    This is another way
of visualizing the concept of increasing returns to specialization
To solve the households intertemporal problem the Lagrangian is dened
as
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Here 
t
is the current value Lagrange multiplier associated with the house
holds resource constraint The household solves   by choosing a sequence
fC
t
 L
t
K
t 
g
 
t
subject to a given K

 The sequence of future states of
technology Z
t
is not completely known at t    It is assumed that agents

Symmetric equilibrium implies that each rm charges the same prices for their pro

duct The equilibrium will be formally derived in the next subsection
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form rational expectations over these variables The rst order conditions
can be written as

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plus the households budget constraint and the usual transversality condition
 and  describe the households consumptionleisure trade o and 
is the intertemporal optimality condition
   The rms
There are N
t
monopolistic competitive rms supplying their good j every
period t N
t
must not necessarily be constant however In particular en
dogenous entry and exit of rms will be allowed This process is modelled
in the simplest possible fashion purely static decision making is considered
That is each rm decides to enter the economy or to stay out of the market
every period an active rm observes that its prot opportunities exceed its
overhead costs However since free entry and exit is assumed any prots are
instantaneously dissipated Overhead costs are lost in space that is they
are not associated with any labor income Each rm j solves
max 
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subject to the production function
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and to the given demand functions Here Y
cjt
Y
ijt
 is the amount of
output to be sold as a consumption investment good K
jt
and L
jt
are
capital and labor input of rm j at t p
cjt
and p
ijt
are the prices of good j
if sold as a consumption or investment good By the assumption of possible
price discrimination these prices need not be equal 	 is an overhead cost
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component when operating the rm Z
t
is the state of technology which
evolves as
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for the goods of each rm are given by
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if it is used as a consumption good or an investment good respectively If
     no producer will be able to exploit market power The cost
function of rm j is given by
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The constant A is dened as A  
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price elasticity of demand prot maximization requires that
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hold These are the standard pricing rules for monopoly pricing as a markup
over marginal unit costs That is the markup is  and  respectively
Note that marginal costs are decreasing for    and increasing for   
Implicitly assumed here is that arbitrage is not possible For example
goods that are sold as consumption goods cannot be transformed into in
vestment goods This can be defended as follows The only case that will
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be considered is that of a lower price for consumption goods Therefore it
would not make sense to the household to buy good j on the investment
market and use it as a consumption good However the opposite would be
advantageous This arbitrage could be ruled out however if one imposes
some form of immediate and full depreciation of the good In addition it
must also be assumed that depreciation does not take eect when the good is
immediately welded together with the other consumption goods according
to technology  This is analogous to the assumption of extremely high
conversion costs
The determination of the market participation will now be considered
At every period in time the number of active rms is determined by the zero
prot condition
p
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Equations 
 and   yield
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Inserting the optimal pricing rules into equation  yields
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Without loss of generality I use the consumption good as the numeraire in
symmetric equilibrium This implies that the price for the investment goods
becomes
p
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In symmetric equilibria  can be rewritten in terms of aggregate variables
in the form of
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This equation can be combined with the rms technology constraint to yield
the equilibrium number of active rms implicitly as
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Equation  is a version of the zero prot condition in symmetric equi
librium In the special case of    the rst term on the left hand side
drops and the models zero prot condition would collapse to the form pre
sent in Devereux Head and Lapham 

 However it will become clear
in the following section that this assumption of symmetry would rule out the
conditions for indeterminacy at modest degrees of scale economies
Combining the optimal pricing rule with the conditional demand for la
bor it is posssible to derive the wage rate as
w
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Analogously the rental rate of capital is given as
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Note that this simple aggregation of the conditional demands does not yet
yield the actual rental prices These demands must be combined with the
equilibrium value for N
t
as given by the zero prot condition A closed form
solution for N
t
 as can be seen from  does not exist as long as   
However this problem can be circumvented by the solution mechanismwhich
is described below The measure of overall aggregate output Y
t
is dened as
Y
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 N
t
y
t
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Finally the variable sales S
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which is simply the sum of capital and labor income
 The equilibrium dynamics
This section delivers the equilibrium dynamics around the economys steady
state
 The steady state
Using the zero prot condition for the rms and the pricing rule the deriva
tion of the expression for the steady state number of rms as a function of
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the model parameters only is given by
N     CS    


		S  
where omission of the time index implies steady state values S is the steady
state aggregate sales of the rms CS  CN
   
 
S the share of consumption
expenditures
It can be shown by implicit dierentiation that
 logN
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Therefore a rise in the respective market power measures  and  lowers
the steady state number of rms since the prot margin decreases Also the
composition of demand CS inuences the number of rms In particular
if the market power is greater in the consumption sector that is    an
increase in CS raises N 
	
The remaining steady state equations are given by
K  I
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 q    

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  

 


N
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

These last two equations are standard in Real Business Cycle models
  The solution mechanism
The following section describes the dynamics of the economy near its steady
state Since the Second Welfare Theorem does not apply because of mar
ket power the dynamics cannot be derived by means of the social planner

Note that for     the production function must exhibit increasing returns in variable
production to achieve a strictly positive measure of rms  that is     A rise of the
overhead costs results in a decrease of the number of rms as expected
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problem I use the solution method rstly described by King Plosser and
Rebelo 

The linearized model boils down to the following matrix dierence equa
tion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where J is   The system contains one predetermined endogenous varia
ble the stock of capital one predetermined exogenous variable the state
of technology and one endogenous nonpredetermined variable the shadow
value of wealth In the standard rational expectations case with an unique
equilibrium the model shows the standard saddle path behavior only if one
eigenvalue is strictly outside the unit circle This model property must be
checked because of its imperfect market structure Since the First Welfare
Theorem no longer applies the equilibrium must no longer be unique Fur
thermore the possibility of a multiplicity of stationary rational expectations
paths exists giving rise to sunspot equilibria However before that case can
be examined the model must rst be calibrated
 Calibration
Parameter value determination is in accord with the Real Business Cycle
tradition steady state values of the model will be matched with estimates
of average growth rates and great ratios First a baseline model structure
will be dened
Consistent with McGrattan 

 I will set  equal to    on a quar
terly basis  will be set to    Since the production function is assumed
to be CobbDouglas the parameter  equals the capital share The capital
share of GNP net of housing was about   percent for the US 
 to 


period It is assumed that CS will be   which is the same value as in
SchmittGrohe 

 Furthermore the quarterly discount factor   will be
set to  

 see Cechetti et al  


For the case     the models labor market corresponds to the Hansen

 and Rogerson 
 indivisible labor market formulation As in Han
sen 
 the share of time endowment that the representative household
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spends on market activities is set to L   This assumption made on
L     corresponds to the King Plosser and Rebelo 
 baseline
calibration for the labor supply elasticity of four
The remaining parameters are   and  Basu and Fernald 


report estimates for increasing returns between    to  However their
preferred point estimate is   Market power as measured by markups over
costs is reported by Morrison 

  to be around  These values should
act as a measure for realistic calibrations
 Results
This section will rst evaluate the parameter space in which indeterminacy
can arise Second moments are derived in the latter part of the section
 Eigenvalues
The occurrence of indeterminacy will be analyzed in this subsection As
will be shown this model characteristic depends on the range of increasing
returns as well as on the relative market power in the two product markets
Indeterminacy is present in the model as long as both roots of the matrix J
are inside the unit circle However since the analytical solution of the matrix
J is a bete noire a numerical procedure is considered here
The set of the following variables is calibrated throughout this section as
follows CS         and     

 In light of Shea 

 Burn
side Eichenbaum and Rebelo 

 and others the model must be checked
to see if it is capable of generating indeterminacy without the assumption of
decreasing marginal costs First      will be set which implies constant
marginal costs
Table  considers alternative but identical values for  and  Basu
and Fernald 

 as well as Morrison 

  report markups of up to  
Therefore  and  will be calibrated in this region



The third eigenvalue of the matrix J   which is not reported in the following Tables 
is the persistence parameter of the technology sequence 
z
 Since technology is stationary
in the model economy  
z
is inside the unit circle The markup is the inverse of  and  
See the Appendix for a discussion
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Table  Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
The remaining variables are calibrated as follows     CS      
and   
Table  shows that the roots split around unity unless the markup and
implicitly the returns to scale becomes very large

The value of    
  corresponds to scale economies of  which is within Baxter and
Kings 

 range

Nevertheless indeterminacy cannot arise with symme
trical markups at modest increasing returns Table  considers heterogenous
degrees of market power In particular it is assumed that the investment
demand is less elastic than consumption demand holding  at  


Table  Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
The set of the remaining variables is calibrated as follows     CS   
   and   

These Tables are to be read as follows the leftmost columns depict alternative
parameter spaces  the columns denoted by Roots  and  refer to the numerical eigenvalues
of the matrices J  The rightmost column denotes the qualitative dynamics of the model 
that is  if the parameter space is denoted to be stable  the model is indeterminate

Note that this minimum of returns to scale is about the same as that required by
Benhabib and Farmer  Unlike these authors  I did not have to assume decreasing
marginal costs for this result

This pattern is indirectly supported by evidence given by Basu and Fernald 
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The assumed asymmetry leads to indeterminacy The preceeding Table
shows that for small dierences in the markup in the two output markets
the model can be indeterminate In particular it is required that the degree
of market power in the investment market exceeds the respective degree in
the market for consumption goods The implied returns to scale are modest
in this case The average steady state markup of the rm will be dened as
CS 
 
   CS 
 

This implies that for market powers     and    
 the returns to
scale amount to  

 
This value is well within the range that is reported by
Morrison 

  as well as Basu and Fernald 

 Furthermore marginal
costs must not decrease sharply unlike in related works
It can be shown that the result is not restricted to the particular choice
of parameters To illuminate this the market power parameter  is set at
 
  in Table 
Table  Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
The set of the remaining variables is calibrated as follows     CS   
   and   
The result here is similar to the one in Table  If the markups dier
suciently indeterminacy is possible The next Table considers the reverse
case of stronger market power in the consumption goods sector
 	
See the Appendix for a discussion
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Table  Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
The set of the remaining variables is calibrated as follows     CS   
   and   
The preceeding Table shows that in order for indeterminacy to arise the
degree of market power in the consumption market must not exceed the
respective degree in the market for investment goods
  
The following Table demonstrates that the assumption on the labor sup
ply elasticity is not of decisive importance for the occurrence of indetermi
nacy However the dierence in market power must increase in comparison
to the above considered case This also implies that the returns to scale
which are necessary to achieve the same result must increase  will be set
to   in which the labor supply elasticity of the model equals elasticity
of the baseline Real Business Cycle model as in King Plosser and Rebelo


Table  Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
The set of the remaining variables is calibrated as follows 	  
     
CS       and   
Indeterminacy may still arise with a lower labor supply elasticity yet the
  
However  this result can be circumvented if   
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returns to scale that are needed to generate this case are higher The model
with     bifurcates into a completely stable one at returns to scale
of 
 This value is still not far outside of what is considered empirically
plausible
Until this point it has been assumed that marginal costs are constant
The next exercise which is reported in Table  assumes  to be  
Table 	 Roots of Model
    Root  Root 
     saddlepath stable
     saddlepath stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
   i 
i stable
The set of the remaining variables is calibrated as follows 	  
     
CS       and   
The presence of decreasing marginal costs allows the minimum required
sectoral markups to be reduced Returns to scale of  are needed for
indeterminacy to apply
To summarize this section the onesector growth model that is presented
displays indeterminacy at rather modest returns to scale Multiplicity of
rational expectations equilibria occurs at increasing returns to scale as low
as   This can be seen as a signicant innovation compared to several other
models of indeterminacy The model easily avoids empirical and theoretical
criticism that has been directed at related work
  Interpretation
Intertemporal models of monopolistic competition generally have the poten
tial of irregular that is indeterminate solutions Since the Second Welfare
Theorem does not apply the equilibrium is no longer necessarily unique
Moreover if the model possesses the above structure economic uctuations
in response to random events that do not involve any change in the funda
mentals may arise It should be noted that it is not necessarily incorrect to
form expectations in this manner In a rational expectations equilibrium
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it is correct to follow these animal spirits when all agents expect these to
matter as in Keynes beauty contest
The specic result of the present model requires an interpretation The
economic intuition is as follows suppose that the representative agent ex
pects future output to be high this means that they also expect a large
number of active rms in the economy In the case of a booming economy
the returns to capital are high given the scale economies and market par
ticipation Thus agents start to invest more in the present period If the
elasticity of investment demand is lower than the demand elasticity of con
sumption    this again implies that at given prices revenues of every
rm increase More rms enter the economy to take advantage of these op
portunities until prots are dissipated through enough entry This again
spreads the decreasing returns of the single inputs the increasing returns to
specialization eect and thereby increases present output Also the increase
in product variety shifts outwards the labor supply and leads to more accu
mulation which in turn encourages even more entry in the present and future
periods This translates into a higher future capital stock and the expected
boom is selffullling The endogenous variation of the product space is also
responsible for the strong internal propagation mechanism in the model see
the following section
 Second moments
The presented model must be judged on how good it can replicate the varia
bility of the dierent aggregate macroeconomic time series behavior
 Population moments
The following Tables report population moments for the US economy Log
levels were detrended by computing deviations from a common estimated
linear trend see King Plosser and Rebelo 
 for details Table  reports
the amplitudes of the uctuations in aggregate variables in order to access
their relative magnitudes These are measured by the respective standard
deviations of the variables output consumption investment employment
and the real wage
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Table 
 Sample Moments U S A 
I	IV
variable 
x


S

x S
AC
Output   
Consumption   
Investment   
Employment   
Real wage   

x


S
denotes the relative standard deviation of variable x with output AC denotes
the rst order autocorrelation of the variable 
x S
denotes the correlation of variable x
with outputBasic source of data Quarterly data from National Income Accounts The
table is taken from King  Plosser and Rebelo 
The well known business cycle fact that consumption uctuates less than
output and that investment displays a greater volatility than output can
be observed Table  also reports high autocorrelation coecients for the
same list of variables Finally it is shown that all variables considered are
strongly procyclical with the exception of employment
 
We now return to
the baseline animal spirits model in the following section
Since business formation takes on an important role in the model I shall
thus present evidence of rms entry and exit decision patterns over the bu
siness cycle The procyclical behavior of net business formation is well docu
mented for the US economy see for example Audretsch and Acs 

 The
following Table reports the contemporaneous correlation of German GDP and
three measures of rms participation rate A loglinear detrending procedure
has been applied
Table 
Variable correlation with GDP
LT HP
Limited companies  
Stock companies  
Insolvencies 
 

Log levels of each annual series were detrended by computing deviations from an esti

mated linear trend LT or Hodrick
Prescott trend HP The variables are the following
 
See King  Plosser and Rebelo  for a discussion of the acyclicality of employment
and the sensitivity of this result on the detrending method
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Number of rms limited companies GmbHs  stock companies AGs and insolvencies
Basic Source of data Statistisches Bundesamt
The Table reports procyclical behavior for the number of rms in the
German economy Also market exit as measured by insolvency appears
to be present mainly at business cycle downturns However the number of
limited companies seems not to be correlated with the cycle
  Model moments
The dynamical system  which is considered here has all roots inside the
unit circle for the baseline calibration For a given initial capital stock

K


fZ
t
g
 
t
and an arbitrary nonpredetermined



 one can generate a sequence
of probability distributions of the random variables f


t


K
t
g
 
t 
by adding
another arbitrary random variable sequence fu
t
g
 
t 
 This latter sequence of
shocks represents beliefs of agents which act in the very same way as Keyness
animal spirits as the driving force of the model economy by shocking


t 

In the present case however it is not necessary to simulate the model since
it is possible to compute the moments of the model directly Equation 
can be written in the form of a rst order vector autoregressive process
s
t 

 



t 

K
t 
Z
t 


 J
 



t

K
t
Z
t



 

u
t 
 
z
t 


 Js
t
 
t 
 
This equation describes the equilibrium laws of motion of the model e
t 
is
a sequence of independent random variables drawn from a distribution with
mean zero and constant variance
 Model moments results
The following Tables report the second moments for the baseline model In
order to be able to extract the working mechanism of the model several
adaptions will be considered which are driven by technology shocks animal
spirits shocks or a combination thereof
The rst model version that is considered is described by the following
list of parameter values
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Table  Model parameters
	    
   
By assuming the parameters as in Table 
 the labor market corresponds
to the indivisible labor concept by Hansen 
 Marginal costs are con
stant and the returns to scale are only modest   With these pa
rameter assumptions the matrix J has all three roots smaller than unity
This fact can be exploited in order to introduce animal spirits as a source for
economic uctuations The model that is reported in Table   is driven by
white noise animal spirits shocks only
Table  Moments
variable 
x


S

x S
AR
S   
C   
CN
   
 
 
 
I   


IN
  

  
N   
L   
w  
 
The economy is driven by white noise animal spirits shocks only S denotes aggregate
expenditures  C consumption  I investment  N number of active rms  L labor input and
w labor productivity
Table   reports that all variables possess the correct relative volatilities
and are all highly autocorrelated However the procyclicality of consumption
expenditures in data cannot be replicated in this version of the model
 
In
addition productivity is countercyclical which also conicts with data The
next Table assumes the case    
 
Note that a similar result of the wrong sign of crosscorrelations is also reported in
Chatterjee and Cooper  The reason behind the countercyclical expenditure pattern
is the procyclical entry of rms Consumption expenditures C
t
N
   
 
t
 decrease in the
procyclical number of rms
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Table  Moments
variable 
x


S

x S
AR
S   
C   
CN
   
 
  
I   


IN
  

  
N   
L   
w   
The economy is driven by white noise animal spirits shocks only
All variables are procyclical Note in particular that consumption as
measured by C
t
and as consumption expenditures is now positively correla
ted with output even though the model is demand driven As can also be
seen in Table  the model is successful in replicating the relative volatility
of the main macroeconomic variables The standard deviation of investment
exceeds the one of output and consumption However assuming indivisible
labor in the present model has the eect that hours are too volatile
The model is also very successful in reproducing strong autocorrelations
This is a compelling result especially considering that the shock sequence
was assumed to be iid Note that Farmer and Guo 

 report a simi
lar result for their animal spirits model An important aspect of the model
reported in Table  is the procyclical behavior of productivity It is well
known from Baxter and King 

 and Chatterjee and Cooper 

 that
demand driven business cycle models which are based on the onesector op
timal growth model have problems generating this pattern unless returns to
scale are suciently large The present model is able to produce procyclical
labor productivity without relying on overly strong returns to scale howe
ver Also even for researchers who do not believe in sunspots the present
model oers an example which comprises a strong endogenous propagation
mechanism
Table  adds persistent technology shocks to the last model version 

z

 
 Since no measure of the size of animal spirits shocks exists it is simply
assumed that the volatilities of both shocks are of equal size Both shocks
are uncorrelated with each other
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Table  Moments
variable 
x


S

x S
AR
S   
C   
CN
   
 
  
I   


IN
  

  
N   
L   
The economy is driven by white noise animal spirits shocks and by highly persistent
technology shocks The variance of both shock sequences was equalized
The model predicts the correct crosscorrelations and relative variabilities
However the volatility of hours is still far too high Therefore the labor
supply elasticity is reduced dramatically By setting     the elasticity of
labor supply is within the range of panel data studies as reported in Pencavel


Table  Moments
variable 
x


S

x S
AR
S   
C   
CN
   
 
  
I   


IN
  

  
N   
L   
The economy is driven by white noise animal spirits shocks and by highly persistent
technology shocks The standard deviation of both shock sequences was equalized  
 The roots of the matrix J are  i
As expected the volatility of hours is reduced to a realistic value Howe
ver the consequence is that consumption expenditures are far too volatile
To summarize the model that is introduced in this paper can generate
indeterminate equilibrium dynamics at modest returns to scale The inde
terminacy can be exploited in order to introduce extrinsic uncertainty into
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the model The model is quite successful in replicating major business cycle
facts as second moments as well as crosscorrelations even when driven by
white noise animal spirits shocks Of particular signicance is the models
endogenous propagation mechanism Even when the model is driven by white
noise shocks all variables are highly autocorrelated
 Conclusion
In this paper a dynamic model of monopolistic competition with entry and
exit has been presented and examined The number of existing rms in
the intermediate sector is determined by a zero prot condition given xed
overhead costs to operate the rm It is shown that the model displays
indeterminacy at modest degrees of increasing returns in cases where the
market power in the consumption goods market and in the investment goods
market diers Furthermore the model is quite successful in replicating
major US business cycle facts In contrast to existing Real Business Cycle
models the animal spirits model contains a strong endogenous propagation
mechanism
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 Appendix
 The measure of returns to scale
Suppose that the production function of a rm is given by
 
Y
t
 F K
t
 L
t
   
 denotes overhead costs F is homogenous of degree  Following the
assumption that is made in the text the functional form of F K
t
 L
t
 is
CobbDouglas with F K
t
 L
t
  K

t
L
 
t
 Prots for the rm are given
by

t
 p
t
Y
t
  w
t
L
t
  q
t
K
t
 
Denote the mark up over marginal costs by 
t
 then the last equation implies
that

t
 p
t
Y
t
 


t
p
t
F K
t
 L
t
 
holds
 	
It is assumed in the text that prots are forced to zero by market
entry and exit This yields
   Y
t
 


t
Y
t
  
and
Y
t


t

     
 
All variables have the same denition as in the main text unless otherwise noted
 
This equation uses the fact that

t
w
t
 p
t
F
L
K
t
 L
t

and

t
q
t
 p
t
F
K
K
t
 L
t

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which restricts 
t
  A useful measure of returns to scale is the ratio of
average to marginal costs see for example Takayama 

 Denote returns
to scale by  Prot maximization implies together with CobbDouglas
technology
 
Aq

t
w
 
t
Y
t
 
 

Y
t

Aq

t
w
 
t
Y
t
 
 

 
 
Y
t
 
Y
t

where A is a constant
 

Using  the last equation reduces to   
t

Therefore increasing returns are given the assumptions made in the text
equal to the markup
 
This can be interpreted as follows assume that 
t
  This means
that the market structure approaches perfect competition Average costs
equal marginal costs and the rm produces at minimum average cost This
situation cannot be consistent with positive overhead however As  rises
rms gain market power over their product Using the zero prot condition
the size of each rms output with zero prots can be determined In
addition each rm now produces with increasing returns to scale It is
implicit in equation  that the measure of increasing returns to scale is
exactly equal to the mark up The measure is independent of the degree of
homogeneity of F and therefore   determines the slope of the marginal
costs schedule only
 
Reminder the cost function is given by Aq

t
w
 
t
Y
t
 
 


 
Note that this measure of returns to scale is not dependent on entry and exit of rms
per se Actually  this local measure would be the same if one would assume that prots
average to zero as in Hornstein  combined with a constant number of rms
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